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Sunday, August 28 of 2011

EIGHTH SPECIAL APPARITION OF THE VIRGIN MARY IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
PAYSANDU, URUGUAY, AT 7:35 AM, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN
DE JESÚS

On the eighth day of the Apparitions of the Celestial Mother in Aurora, the group present continued
to grow.

In silence, everybody arrived at the tree of Apparitions to begin with the prayer. At a certain
moment, while everybody prayed, the sisters of the Monastery of Eternal Faith, a female monastery,
intoned the song "Celestial Mother".

Friar Elías and Mother Shimani stood up, contemplating the crown of the orange tree, and shortly
thereafter, Friar Elías, Mother Shimani and one other sister approached the tree, to then return to
the group.

Later, Friar Elías spoke about what he had perceived.

 

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús:

When the sisters intoned the song, several celestial doors opened over the whole area where the
group stood.

The Divine Mother appeared, holding in Her right Hand a golden Christic cross. From each end of
the horizontal arm (called PATIBULUM) a golden plate was hanging, forming a scale.

At that moment, in the Heavens, choirs of angels could be seen singing and praising the Divine
Mother.

Then, from the Heavens, She effected an expansion and radiation of energy over all of us. Our souls
rapidly rose up to where the Celestial Mother was, and She placed them close to Her Heart. She
then had them descend back to our beings.

A few moments later, She manifested two great silver-colored medals, one in each Hand. Each one
of those medals had the image of Christ the Redeemer; He had His Arms open, radiating a lot of
Light. At that moment, the Divine Mother repeated several times:

"Redemption, Redemption, Redemption."

Afterwards, behind Her, another much deeper Heaven opened, where there were more angelic
beings very far away. At a higher point in Heaven, above the Divine Mother, Christ in His aspect of
Christ the Redeemer appeared, and over Him, at an even higher place, a white dove manifested,
which beat its wings as if flying, but remained always in the same place. This image emanated a lot
of Light, coming from those Three Presences.
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After a few minutes, the image changed. She descended to the orange tree over which a crown of
roses and other flowers formed, which had the shape of an arcade, it was very beautiful and with
many flowers.

At that moment, the Divine Mother, on Her Breast, manifested a great red rose, which She
supported with both Hands, and She said to us:

I Am the Mystic Rose, come to Me, touch My Mantle.

I Am the Mystic Rose, come to Me, touch My Mantle.

Afterwards, the Divine Mother asked us, the two brothers and sister who were present at Her
Apparitions during 2007, to come close to the tree. When we approached, She descended a little
more and stretched out Her Left Foot, placing it on an orange. She asked us to touch Her Foot and
that we feel Her energy. She transmitted some Words to us, and in the end, told us not to fear, for
She would protect us.

After this account, Friar Elías transmitted to us that the Mother asked that we all pray the prayer of
the Universal Mother.

After a few beads, Friar Elías began the transmission of the Words of the Divine Mother.

 

Today, I come to ask that you carry My Mystic Rose in your hearts, a Spiritual Rose that was born
in Nazareth.

Between the prayer and Joseph's carpentry, devotion emerged when we accepted the chalice as
parents and children; something far from our comprehension. But the light of the angels guided Us
in the Purpose of fulfilling the unknown.

The Archangel Gabriel appeared to me thirty-three times after the elevation of My Son, and there,
My task as the prophet of the new times began, as the Mother Who was to begin to embrace all Her
children to take them toward the Father.

When I rose up, My task expanded on all levels and in all senses, levels that today you will not
understand, but which are divine lights that all can welcome into their hearts.

Today, My Mystic Rose manifests before you so you may receive My Peace and My Redemption.

I Am the Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity, the Higher Spirit that is descending into
hearts at this end time.

Carry My Message of Peace with you, so that in your hearts My Immaculate Heart may emerge.
Find refuge in Me, over My roses and under My Mantle, so you may walk far from the pathways of
darkness which are settling first in minds and then in hearts.

 

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús:
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Now the Divine Mother is lifting up a scepter, which has a golden cross at the top.

 

This is the redemption of humanity, the coming of the New Christ, of a Christ even more merciful
than we can understand with our intellect.

I have been here for centuries and in various parts of the world, safeguarding hearts until the coming
of the Master. You already know, He is reappearing first in the consciousness, then in hearts, and in
this way, He will descend to His old Earth. He will return renewed as a Sublime Heart of Peace and
of Love for souls.

But first, Divine Justice will come, and the initial prophecy He has given: "The straw will be
separated from the wheat," it needs to blossom through Me and then the fruit will be born.

Do not seek and do not wait for sublime meetings, but rather, more profound prayers in which you
unite with Me and My Immaculate Heart, which must shine forth over your beings and over all My
children who cry out for My Voice.

I Am the Queen of Love, the same Queen of Peace, Who brings the victorious Message to those
who have fallen, to all those who cannot stand up and all those who must heal the profound sorrow
that only I know.

 

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús:

The Mother is lifting up Her hands to Heaven and a light blue light has begun to descend.

 

I lift up My Hands to Heaven so you may find refuge in each part of My Being. I will thus be able
to protect you as little children who must walk in this end time.

Hold My Messages in your hearts and promise to pray for My Peace, for in this way, I will trust in
each one of you and in each one of My children. Teach everybody how to pray in a simple and
sincere way, defeating the limitations of this reality and opening the heart to find Me.

I Am the Resplendent Flame of the Trinity, the New Holy Spirit that descends, a Spirit that all will
know and which will not be far from your realities.

A Grace descends, even while this world is purified. All will go through the door of purification, but
whomever withdraws into Me will find the strength to continue forward united with My Heart,
which shall shine on your path, to be able to walk without rest.

These are My Messages in these times, in which higher realities, the Heavens with the Earth, are
uniting, and there, you must be prepared to find Me as the Guardian of Prayer and so we may
contemplate together the mysteries which took place in Jerusalem.

We are reappearing not only at the center of this world, but also in all parts of it, so My Message of
Peace may be disseminated into more hearts that suffer.
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Today, you are receiving a special Grace: the Mystic Rose of My Heart, which must be spread
through prayer.

If you think about My rose, you will think about Me and I will be united with you, giving out
Graces to the hearts that open and understand the mysteries unknown to your realities.

Heaven is descending over this place and this is beyond consciousnesses; this is part of My Ministry
of Redemption and of Rescue in this end cycle.

This place will be a Center of Prayer, the same as Medjugorje has been for a few decades; because
now God has asked of Me, with you, that I place My Eyes, My Hands and My Heart, together with
My Light, over this place.

This is the New Aurora which is being born and in which you must trust, a Celestial Aurora that
shines in the darkness. Call for this Aurora, which is My Aurora, which is the one that rises before
you to ignite the hearts that are dark through incomprehension.

If you pray with Me, I will have a preference for you, inner guides that will unite with Me through
prayer, in a continuous dialogue of voice to voice.

Three principles will unite for this Earth, which are being born for the second time, for the work of
My Celestial Purpose, for the Light that emerges from My Hands and is born from My Immaculate
Heart for all, the sick, the healthy, the awake, the sleeping, known and still to be known, I seek you
all, again and again, through My preferred prayer.

Heaven is coming over you, a Heaven you will not understand. Listen to My Voice, which is
emerging in this part of the world for those who need it. Embrace and accept My Inner Flame, My
preferred Fire, so you may have the strength to walk where it seems dark and unknown.

Carry My torch of Peace, as an inner flame, so it may allow more springs to emerge within your
hearts, hearts that must be redeemed and forgive the past.

Hear My Voice; listen to It!

I Am the Queen of Peace, the Path of Love, the Merciful Bird that pours out Its Graces over the
ones who do not deserve them.

Ignite your hearts and continue to trust in Me so as to find the correct path toward the celestial
universe. All of you must return to these Heavens through My Heart which is open.

I will be here until next Friday, to continue to pour out My Light over those who do not see it and
do not feel it. If you are united with Me, your lives will transform so the Calvary may be alleviated
and you achieve the Light in front of your eyes. I Am the Light that comes from God, I Am one of
the Sources that has been born in this world to protect it and rescue it.

Listen to My Voice, so that it may echo in your hearts and pray with Me for Peace in this world.

 

All together we pray the Universal Mother three times.
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Next Friday, at 8 pm, you will come here and each one will light a candle that will represent the
coming of Christ the Redeemer in this time. When I appear, you will put them out, because My
Light will illumine you.

I will reveal something to those who remain in prayer with Me.

Sow Peace in all hearts and walk in the trust of Christ, Our Lord.

I Am the Conception that once again is being born in hearts.

By the Burning Fire which is born of the Heart of Christ, in the name of the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit. Amen.

Thank you for responding to My call!

 

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús:

She is now slowly rising up to a part of Heaven where there is a choir of angels formed in two lines,
leaving a corridor between them where She is walking.

She has turned, and opening the orandium, She extends Her Hands downward and forms a small
glowing pink heart.

The Mother disappears and all the images fade away.


